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THE CONVERGENCE OF MOMENTS
IN THE CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM

FOR p-MIXING SEQUENCES OF RANDOM VARIABLES

MAGDA PELIGRAD

ABSTRACT. In this paper we establish maximal inequalities for p-mixing se-

quences and, as a consequence, we obtain the convergence of the expected

value of functions of partial sums to the corresponding ones of the normal

distribution.

1. Introduction and notations. Let {Xk}k^z be a strictly stationary se-

quence of random variables on a probability space (Q,K,P). Denote by F™ the

e-algebra generated by the variables (Xn,..., Xm), \\ ■ H2 the norm in L2, Sq =

0, Sn := 2~2™=iXi, a2 = var¿>n, N(0,1) the standard normal random variable,

and \x] the greatest integer < x.

Define

p(n) = sup\EXY-EXEY\/\\X\\2\\Y\\2,        XeL2(F0_oo), YeL2(F™),

and

X(n) = sup \P(AB) - P(A)P(B)\/(P(A)P(B))1/2,

AeF^, BeF™, P(A)P(B)¿0.

It is easy to see that p(n) is a nondecreasing sequence and

(1.0) X(n)<p(n).

On the other hand by Theorem 1.1 of Bradley-Bryc [4],

p(n) < 3000A(n)(l - logA(n)).

The sequence is said to be p-mixing (Kolmogorov, Rozanov (I960)) if p(n) —+ 0

(equivalently X(n) —► 0) as n —► 00.

The following theorem is well known (Ibragimov [9]).

THEOREM 1.0. Suppose that the strictly stationary p-mixing sequence {Xk}

satisfies E\Xo\2+6 < 00 for some 6 > 0 and, in addition,

(1.1) EXq = 0    and   o~n —► 00    as n —* 00.

Then {Sn/cn} converges in distribution as n —> 00 to N(0,1). Moreover if for each

t e [0,1] we put Wn(i) = S¡ntj/crn, then, under the same conditions, {Wn} is weakly
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convergent to the standard Brownian motion process on [0,1], denoted by W in the

sequel.

The convergence of moments in tiie central limit theorem was established for

independent sequences by Bernstein [2] and extended to martingales by Hall [7]

and to strong and uniform mixing sequences by Yokoyoma [16]. In Peligrad [15,

Corollary 2.2] the convergence of the absolute moments of order 2+6 with 0 < 6 < 1,

for p-mixing sequences of random variables was established. The proofs of all these

results are based on a very tedious computation of bounds for F|5n|p, where p> 2,

in terms of o~n ■ The same kind of technique might be generalized in order to extend

Peligrad's result for ¡5 > 1. But this kind of technique is not helpful if we are

interested in the convergence of more general quantities such as Eq(\Sn\/an) or

Eq(\ maxi<j<n Si\/an) with q a function belonging to a certain class of functions.

In order to approach such a problem we shall first establish maximal inequalities

for p-mixing sequences. Basing our proof on these inequalities we shall obtain the

following result.

Denote by Q the class of functions q: [0, oo) —► [0, oo) satisfying the conditions:

(Ai) q is continuous and ¡7(0) = 0.

(A2) q(x)/x2+s is nondecreasing for some 6 > 0 (for all x sufficiently large).

(A3) 9(22:) < cq(x) with some constant c > 0 (for all x sufficiently large).

THEOREM l.l. Suppose {Xk} is a strictly stationary sequence satisfying (1.1)

and Eq(\Xo\) < 00 for some q eQ.  Then

(1.2) Eq(\Sn\/crn) converges to Eq(\N(0,1)\)    as n —» 00,

[1.3) Eq max St
Ki<n

/an )   converges to Eq(M)    as n —► 00,

where P(M < a) = y/2/ñ f" exp(-u2/2)du, a > 0, and

(1.4) Eq I   max |5,|/an I   converges to Eq(M*)    as n —* 00,
\l<i<n J

where

00

P(M*<b)=   ]T (-l)kP((2k-l)b< N(0,1) < (2k + l)b),        b>0.
k~ — oo

In the context of this theorem the conditions imposed to q are not particularly

restrictive. Condition Ai is imposed only in order to simplify some computations,

in general only the behavior of q at infinity is important for Theorem (1.1).

Condition A2 is "natural" in our context. Bradley [3, Corollary 3] proved that

the existence of moments of order 2 + 6, with some 6 > 0, is a "minimal" moment

condition that implies Theorem 1.0 without any other additional assumptions on

the "mixing rate" (i.e., the speed at which {p(n)} approaches 0).

Condition A3, which is known as the A2 condition, states that q(x) is of finite

upper type. If, for instance, q(x)/xl is decreasing for some / > 2, condition A3 is

satisfied with c = 2l. (For more details about "upper type" see for instance Gus-

tavsson and Peetre [6] and for further properties connected with A3 see Bingham

and Goldie [1].)
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A large variety of functions belong to Q. Functions such as

z2+é[log(2 + x)]a    with x > 0, 6 > 0, and a real,

or

z2+,5[exp(log(2 + x))af    with x > 0, «5 > 0, and a, ß reals, a < 1,

satisfy A1-A3.

The main tool in proving Theorem 1.1 is Proposition 2.3. This also provides a

new proof of Theorem 1.0.

2. Auxiliary results and proof of Theorem 1.1. We shall start by es-

tablishing the following lemma which is an extension of Ottaviani and Hoffman-

J0rgensen's inequalities from the independent case to p-mixing sequences. The

extension of these inequalities to the 0-mixing case can be found in Peligrad [14]

(see also Iosifescu-Theodorescu [11, Lemma 1.1.6]).

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose {Xk} is a strictly stationary sequence and suppose that

for some integers r, n, with n/r > 2 and a > 0, we have

(2.1) 2  max  F(|S,| > a) + \2n/r\-l2p(r) < b < 1.
2r<i<n

Then, for every x > 5a we have

P ( max |5j| > x

(2.2) V - -
< 2(1-ft)"1

and

max  P(\S%\> x/o) + [n/r]P (  max  \SZ\ > x/5
r<i<n \l<»<2r

(2.3)    max  P(\SA > x) < bP ( max \SA > x/5 )+2[n/r}P ( max  |St| > x/5 ) .
2r<i<n V1^" / \l<i<2r J

PROOF. First some notations:

Mn — max |5¿|,        Rn(x) = P I max |S¿| > x ) ,
l<i<n \l<î<" /

Qn(x) = P(\Sn\ > x),        Nr,n(x) = max P(|S,| > x),
r<i<n

Eiix) = (Mi-! <x< \Si\).

Although the proof of (2.2) is similar to that of Remark 1 in Oodaira and Yoshihara

[12], or of Lemma (3.8) in Peligrad [13], we give it here because of some differences

that occur. Let I = [n/r]. It is easy to see that

1-2        {   r

P(Mn >x)<P(\Sn\> X/5) + J2P      U Eir+](x), \Sn - S{l+2)r\ > 2x/5
i=0        \] = 1

1-2        (   r

+ J2P\   \J(E"+Áx),\S(i+2)r - Sir+j\ > 2x/0)
i=0       W=l

n

+       J2      P(El(x),\Sn-Sl\>4x/5).
i = (l-l)r+l
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By (1.0),

Rn(x) < Qn(x/5) + J2P      |J Elr+3(X)      P(\Sn ~ S{l + 2)r\ > 2x/5)
i=0        \j=l J

+ p(r)¿F1/2 ( [J Etr+3(x)    P^2(\Sn - S{l+2)r\ > 2x/5)

t=0 \>=1 J
1-2

+ Y1P (   ma?   l5(»+2)r - $r+j|  > 2x/5 1
\l<7<r /

+ F max        \Sn -SA > Ax/5
\{l-l)r + l<i<n

By Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality, stationarity, and a simple computation, we get

Rn(x) < Qn(x/5) + 2N2r,n(x/5)Rn(x) + 21'2p(r)(l - l)1'2RlJ2(x)N^n(x/5)

+ 2(1 - l)R2T(x/5) + 2R2r(2x/5).

By the obvious inequality ab < a2 + b2/4 for every real a and b and by (2.1) we get

(1 - b)Rn(x) < \N2r,n(x/5) + 2lR2r(x/5).

This proves (2.2). In order to prove (2.3) let m be an integer such that 2r < m < n.

Let p = [m/r]. We have successively

Qm(x) = P(\Sm\ >x,Mm> x/5)

V-2        í   r

< J2P    U E%r+3(x/5), \Sm - S{l+2)r\ > 2x/5
i=0        \j = l

V-2        i   r

+ J2P\ \J(Eir+J(x/5),\S{l+2)r - Sir+3-i\ > 2x/5)
i=0        \j=l

m

+       Yl      P(El(x/5),\Sm-Sl-i\>4x/5).
i = (p—l)r+l

Whence, by (1.0), Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality, and stationarity, we obtain

Qm(x) < 2Rm(x/5)N2r,m(x/5) + [2m/r}1/2p(r)R1J2(x/5)N¡l2m(x/5)

+ (p- 1)P    max \S2r - SA > 2x/5    + 27i2r(a:/5)
\0<3<r )

< bRn(x/5)+2lR2r(x/5).

Now (2.3) follows by taking the maximum for m, 2r < m < n.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose {Xk} is a strictly stationary sequence. Suppose

that for some integers n and r with [n/r] > 2 and a > 0 (2.1) holds and, in

addition,

(2.4) d'1 :=l-2b(l-b)-1c5 >0.
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(TYere b is defined by (2.1), and c by A3.)  Then

(2.5) Eq ( max |S¿| ) < de q(a) + 6(1 -b)-l[n/r]Eq( max  |S¿|)
\l<i<2r )

PROOF. By combining (2.2) and (2.3) we get, for x > 25a

(2.6) Rn(x) < 2(1 - b)'1 [bRn(x/25) + 3[n/r]R2r(x/25)].

According to Proposition 2.7 of Hoffmann-J0rgensen [8], because q is continuous

and q(0) = 0 we have

/CO
Rn(t)dq(t).

So, by (2.6) and (2.7) we have

Eq(Mn) < q(25a) + 2(1 - b)~l[bEq(25Mn) + 3[n/r]Fç(25M2r)].

(2.5) follows now by condition A3.

PROPOSITION  2.3.   Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, there is a constant

K > 0 such that

Eq I  max |S¿|/V„ ) < K   for every n > 1.
\l<i<r¡ J

PROOF. The proof follows by induction on n. First some remarks:

(i) Let us mention first that we can find a sequence rn  = o(n), such that

in/rn)p(rn) —► 0 as n —► 00.   To see this we take first kn — o(n).   Then we

can find a sequence jn —* 00, jn = o(n) such that jnp(kn) —► 0 as n —* 00. We now

take vn = [n/jn] and r„ = max(vn,kn).

(ii) On the other hand, it is known (Ibragimov [9, Theorem 2.1]) that an — nh(n),

where h(x) is a slowly varying function on R+. Using Karamata representation for

slowly varying functions (see Ibragimov-Linnik [10, Appendix 1, p. 394]) it is easy

to see that if 6 > 0, 0 < £ < 6/2, and r = rn — o(n) as n —* 00 we have

(2.8) (n/2r)1+£ =o(tTn/cT2r)2+c5    as n — 00.

Now let 77 be a real number 0 < n < 1/(1 +2c5). Denote b* := 2/a2 + rj and

d*-1 := 1 - 26*(1 - b*)~1c5. Choose a sufficiently large such that

(2.9) b* < 1    and    d*~l > 0.

By remarks (i) and (ii), it is possible to choose an integer N such that for every

n > N v/e can find r — rn such that

(a) [2n/r]x/2p(r) < n,

(b) max   P(|Si| > ao-„) < 1/a2,
(2.10) 2r<i<n

(c) n/2r<(2r/n)£K/6T2r)2+ê,

(d) 12d*(l-b*)-1c5(2r/n)£ < 2"1.

Now choose a constant K such that

(a) Eq(Mk/ok) < K    for every k < N,

(b) t7*c5-9(a)-7v-1-r-2-1 < 1.
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We shall prove that (2.11) can be extended for every n > N with the same

constant K.

Let us assume as an induction hypothesis that (2.11) holds for all k, N < k <

n — 1, and let us prove (2.11) for k = n. We apply Proposition 2.2 to the sequence

{Xi/crn}i. Using (2.10)(a), (b) and (2.9), because n > N, we have

Eq(Mn/crn) < d*c5q(a) + 6d'(l - 0_1c5[n/r]i,</(M2l./Vn)

whence by (2.10)(c), (d) and the fact that q(x)/x2+B is an increasing function we

tret

Eq(Mn/cJn) < d*c5q(a)+2-1Eq(M2r/cr2r)-

Now by the induction hypothesis and (2.11)(b) we have the desired result.

PROOF OF THEOREM l.O. Since, under conditions of this theorem, W„(t) has

asymptotically independent increments, by Theorem 19.2 of Billingsley [5], the weak

convergence of Wn to W is a consequence of the uniform integrability of (W2(t))

for every t G [0,1] plus the tightness of (Wn(t)). Also, by [5, Theorem 8.4], we can

see that the uniform integrability of (maxi<¿<„ S2/a2) assures the tightness and at

the same time Theorem 1.0. Now, the uniform integrability of (maxi<¿<„ S2/a2)

is a consequence of Proposition 2.3.

PROOF OF THEOREM l.l. It is well known that the family {g(|Vfc|)} is uniformly

integrable if and only if there is a function f(x) such that f(x)/q(x) is increasing

to +00 as x —► oo and s\ipkEf(]Yk\) < oo. Let us put f(x) = q(x) ■ h(x), where

h(x) is increasing to +oo as x —♦ oo.

If q(x) e Q, without loss of generality we can consider f(x) G Q too. (This can

be achieved by decreasing h(x) if necessary such that, for instance, h(x)/logx is a

decreasing function.)

Now because Eq(]Xo\) < oo, the family {<7(|Afc|)} is uniformly integrable, so

there is a function f(x) G Q such that f(x)/q(x) —+ oo and F/(|Xn|) < oo. Ac-

cording to Proposition 2.3 we can find a constant Kx such that for every n > 1,

Ef( max \Si\/an    < Kx.
\l<i<n J

This implies that the family {c7(maxi<¿<n \Si]/an)} is uniformly integrable. Be-

cause the invariance principle holds under the conditions of Theorem 1.1 (i.e., Wn(t)

is weakly convergent to W) then by [5, Corollary 1 of Theorem 5.1, p. 31] it fol-

lows that supt€[o,i] Wn(t) converges weakly to supt€[0)1] W(t), and supt6[0il] |Wn(i)|

converges weakly to supter0 n |W(i)l-

It is well known [5, pp. 72, 79] that

F     sup W(t) < a] = \/z I   exp(-u2/2)du,        a>0,
\t€[0,l]

and

F (   sup  \W(t)\<b)=   V (-l)kP((2k-l)b< N(0,1) < (2k + l)b),        b>0.
Veio.i] ;   k^x

Now by [5, Theorem 5.4, p. 32] we get the conclusion of this theorem.
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